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Danger and opportunity lurk behind this generation's biggest crisis: global warming. 

At least, that is what 600 of the world's top scientists are expected to conclude today in the first segment of an extensive
four-part report on an issue experts say we can no longer ignore. 

"If we don't solve this issue, all the other issues we're dealing with won't matter," said John Walsh, chaplain at the
University of Redlands and a foot soldier for global warming. "Racism, sexism, hunger, disease - even if we fixed all of
those and don't address global warming, it won't matter because we'll have lost it all." 

The report, the fourth issued by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, lays to rest the much-debated question of
whether man or Mother Nature is to blame for climate change. 

An early draft of the report says, "An increasing body of evidence suggests a discernible human influence on other aspects
of climate including sea ice, heat waves and other extremes, circulation, storm tracks and precipitation." 

It also lays more than 90 percent of the blame at the feet of fossil fuels - coal and petroleum. 

Effects of global warming can be seen in our own backyard. 

Higher temperatures are blamed for intensifying the harshness and frequency of wildfires. Species like the endangered
Quino checkerspot butterfly are vanishing from the region. Joshua Tree National Park could be stripped of its namesake. 

The 794,000-acre park has attracted more than 1.2 million annual visitors since it opened in 1994. Many come to gaze at
the spindly symbol of the Mojave Desert. 

"It's possible we could lose the Joshua trees, not just from the park, but from the entire southern region," said Joe Zarki,
chief park naturalist. "They're pretty temperature sensitive." 

The trees thrive in a cooler habitat, and with record-high temperatures blazing through San Bernardino County, their
habitat may shift northward. 

Joshua trees live to be nearly 200 years old and don't adapt well, meaning thousands could be lost. And when the trees go,
so do several animals dependent upon them. 

Zarki said there is great concern over losing Joshua trees, but there is little park officials can do to prevent it from
happening. 

"We can't fix this problem on our own, it's a global problem," he said. "We're just one of what seems to be a growing
number of examples of how climate change could play out and what the effects might be." 

In Southern California, the average temperature in 2006 was a full degree higher than the historical average, with good
records going back to 1895. 

Previous IPCC reports have predicted a global temperature rise from 3 to 10 degrees by 2100. Today's report may firm up
those estimates. 

As the Inland Empire heats up, the wildfire risk skyrockets alongside it. 

"We definitely have increased fire risks from those rising temperatures," said Kassie Siegel of the Center for Biological
Diversity. 

In San Diego last November, the Association of Fire Ecology issued a declaration saying global warming could lead to
more intense fires and completely remake some ecosystems. Pine forests could become grasslands, for example. 

"Finally, extreme wildfire events and a lengthened fire season would greatly increase the risk to human lives and
infrastructures, particularly within the wildland urban interface," the declaration stated. 

The San Bernardino National Forest is the perfect example of "wildland urban interface," with thousands of homes



mingled among the trees. 

The Old Fire in 2003 destroyed more than 1,000 homes across the San Bernardino and San Gabriel mountains. A fierce
drought this decade helped make the region a tinder box; such droughts could become more common. 

One of the worst wildfire seasons on record was in 2005, when more than 8.5 million acres burned nationwide. 

IPCC's report leaves no doubt that global warming is a danger. Now, scientists and government officials are wondering
about opportunities to improve the situation. 

Even if greenhouse gas concentrations are stabilized, global warming will continue for centuries because the process has
already been started. 

But experts say it can be stopped, as long as people do their part. 

California is leading the way with the first-of-its-kind law requiring major cuts in greenhouse gas emissions. 

The California Air Resources Board is working on regulations to meet the tough new standards. By July, the agency must
recommend measures that can be easily implemented by 2010. 

The battle against global warming dovetails with the ongoing fight to clean the air. Most measures that would reduce
greenhouse gas emissions mean fewer smog-forming chemicals going into the air. 

"This could be a boon for us" because technologies will have to be developed in California first, giving the state a
competitive advantage later, said Jerry Martin, spokesman of state air board. 

Those technologies are already being used in the Inland Empire region. 

Sunline Transit Agency in Riverside County's Coachella Valley has a bus powered by a hydrogen fuel cell in regular
service. Fuel cells use hydrogen running over a special membrane and which produces electricity. The only byproduct is
water vapor. 

The agency uses wind and solar power to get the hydrogen out of water. 

"It's definitely workable and not pie-in-the-sky," said Sunline General Manager Mikel Oglesby. 

Some argue that dealing with global warming will cripple the economy, while others say the economic consequences of
ignoring the problem could put civilization on its ear. 

Still others say new jobs and a stronger economy will sprout as new technologies and products are developed. 

Even large businesses are coming on board, wanting to learn as soon as possible how they will have to adapt to this new
world. 

"It's our only home. It's habitability for us is now in danger," former Vice President Gore said when he visited Redlands in
November. "We have everything we need to save it but a political will. Luckily, that is replaceable." 
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